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*of decay and confusion, which was largely due, it would
appear, to the fanaticism of the Sultan Mohammed and
the bigoted religious element All the most successful
Arab rulers were remarkable for the spirit of toleration
which caused them to allow Christians and Jews to
enjoy considerable liberty and live on terms of amity
with the Moslems Once a religious fanatic came into
power, toleration ended, and it is a remarkable fact that
almost all the splendid work accomplished up to this
time by the Ominayads was undone during the forty
years' reign of the zealot Mohammed and his brother
and son But it so happened that a great ruler was to
lift Cordoba to such a height of glory that the forty
miserable years soon seemed to have been only a dream,
and even the happy memories of a great past were
completely dimmed by present splendours—his name
was Abd-er-Rahman III, and he ruled an enlightened,
erudite, and knightly kingdom at a time when the
Christian peoples of the west were little better than
ignorant and boorish savages
This young ruler—he was only twenty-one—at once
began to exercise his authority He made it known
that he would tolerate neither anarchy nor rebellion
within the kingdom, and he led out his troops in person
against those who rebelled against him, with such
success that all Moorish Spain, including Seville and
Toledo, made submission To bring back peace to his
stricken provinces was only part of Abd-er-Rahman's
task, however; he had also to guard against foreign
aggression. There were two dangers Across the Straits
the rulers of the Moslem Empire in North Africa from
time to time cast envious eyes on the fertile land of
Andalusia; in the north the Christian kings made ever-
increasing incursions into Moslem territory in an effort

